
 

ALBERTA CONSTITUTION AFFIRMATION 

WE THE SOVEREIGNS, OF THE SOVEREIGNS, 
FOR THE SOVEREIGNS. 

Imagine working in a Sovereign Republic of Alberta all 
working together. We have created a Constitution that 
represents both man and woman Unalienable rights, liberties 
and freedoms. This Alberta Constitution creates an 
accountable administration that is responsible to the 
sovereigns.  Sovereigns now have the opportunity to claim 
their rights, their voices, and make changes.  Sign and affirm, 
together We Can Make a Difference. SOVEREIGN FOREVER 
IMAGINE THAT. 

“I do solemnly promise and declare that I will maintain the 
Constitution of the Republic of Alberta and uphold its laws 
and the laws of the land, that I will fulfill my duties faithfully 
and in accordance with the Republic of Alberta Constitution 
and the law, and that my aspirations and capabilities will 
also be to the service and welfare of the Sovereigns of the 
Republic of Alberta, as well as to my immediate self and 
family." 

 
 

and in accordance with the Praire Republic Constitution and 
the natural sovereign laws and that my aspirations and 
capabilities will also be to the service and welfare of the 
sovereigns of the Prairie Republic as well as to my immediate
self and family"

the constitution of the Praire Republic and up hold its Natural Sovereign laws

Prairie Republic

and freedoms. This Praire Republic Constitution creates an 

PRAIRIE REPUBLIC CONSTITUTION AFFIRMATION
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Part One  

The Republic of Alberta is an Independent Republic Nation wherein the 
Sovereigns are the source of powers.  Life, Liberty, Prosperity, Property, and 
Land are all Sovereigns Unalienable rights.  Sovereigns money is issued by our 
treasury fund a Sovereign nation has its own currency. 

Part Two  

Sovereign Unalienable Rights  

Unalienable  Rights 
UNALIENABLE:   The state of a thing or right which cannot be sold or taken 
by force. 

Things that are not in commerce, as public roads are in their nature 
unalienable.  Some things are unalienable, in consequence of particular 
provisions in the law forbidding their sale or transfer, as pensions granted by 
the government.  The natural rights of life and liberty are UNALIENABLE – 
Bouvier's Law Dictionary, 1856 Edition. 

“Unalienable:  incapable of being alienated, that is, sold and transferred.” – 
Black’s Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition, page 1523: 

You cannot surrender, sell or transfer unalienable rights, they are a gift from 
the Creator to the individual and cannot under any circumstances be 
surrendered or taken.  All Sovereigns have Unalienable rights. 

All Sovereigns are held equal before the law with due regard to differences in 
physical and mental capacity.  

Part Three 

NO INCOME TAXES  

Any such tax is considered unlawful and unconstitutional to all Sovereigns in 
the Republic of Alberta. 

a) No man or woman can be taxed for their labour.  

The Republic of Alberta recognizes Spiritual Beliefs as an Unalienable Right:  
a) Your own spiritual beliefs may be practiced and preached:     

1) It cannot interfere, harm or infringe on others or the property of others. 

2) All Sovereigns will treat others with Lawful and Moral consideration. 
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3) All spiritual beliefs will never be able to interfere in any way or change the 
lawful rights of any sovereign, at present or in the future in the Republic of 
Alberta. 

4) All forms of churches are fully transparent and fully accessible to 
all Sovereigns. 

  a) The Republic of Alberta will not fund any Spiritual beliefs or  

Ideologies, they will have to be funded by their members or followers. 

  b) In the Republic of Alberta, all international funding is unlawful 

 for any Spiritual Beliefs or Ideologies. 

Part Five 

Freedom Of Speech 

This written constitution guarantees, under law, that everyone has the right to 
freely choose, speak and assemble in non-violent protest.  The Sovereigns swear 
to oppose all forms of discrimination.  These principles are enforced by freely 
hired employees (Administrators) of the Republic of Alberta with full control to 
enforce the law of the land of the Republic of Alberta. 

The will of the Sovereigns will always be above the Republic of Alberta 
Constitution, upholding and protecting that will is the ultimate objective of 
every organ and function of the Constitution and the Sovereigns. 

Part Six 

Right to Bear Arms 

Sovereigns Rights to Keep and Bear Arms and to possess weapons (arms) for 
their defence is the Sovereigns Unalienable right. 

a) The right of Sovereigns to Keep and Bear Arms shall not be infringed upon 
by any Sovereign or nation. 

b) Proportional Response Self-Defence law requires the response to match the 
level of the threat in question.  In other words, a person can only employ as 
much force as required to remove the threat.  If the threat involves deadly 
force, the person defending them self or others can use deadly force to 
counteract the threat. 

Part Seven 

Treason  

Treason is the crime of betraying one’s Nation, especially by attempting to 
overthrow the Republic of Alberta. Prairie Republic.
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The Republic of Alberta and its Sovereigns will not tolerate treason in any 
way, shape or form.  Attempts by force of arms or any violent or other means 
to overthrow the organs of Administrators of the Republic of Alberta and any 
involvement in a treasonous act will cause all perpetrators to face a grand 
jury.   

Part Eight 

Voting 

Part One to Eight is the protective measures in place to guarantee the 
Sovereigns are the final decision-makers and they can only be changed by one 
hundred percent (100%) of the Sovereigns NOT the majority.  

Any amendment to an Article will require seventy-five percent (75%) of the 
Sovereigns vote. 

County Voting 

One sovereign, one vote yes or no, hire or not hire, fire or not fire. Sovereigns 
vote 75% 

Regional Voting 

One county, one seat, yes or no, hire or not hire, fire or not fire.   

Sovereigns vote 75% 

National Voting 

One county one seat, one region one seat, hire or not hire, fire or not fire.  
Sovereigns vote 75% 

All outcomes will be posted for all to see, no electronic or mail-in voting in the 
Republic of Alberta. 

The ultimate objective of every organ and functionary of the Sovereigns, the 
judiciary included, MUST indeed be to uphold and protect that will.  All 
Sovereigns are equal before the law.  They will enjoy equal civil and political 
rights, will have the same opportunities, and be subject to the same public 
duties and obligations, without discrimination.  

Sovereignty emanates from man and woman, from no other source, because there is, in fact, no other 

legitimate source.   Man and Woman are the only existential authority.  Man and Woman are 

sovereign if they so choose to be.  There can be no provable or tangible source of higher authority 

compelling the will of sovereign man and woman to bow to ignominious ideologies that do not 

recognize sovereignty as supreme. Sovereigns recognize no permission or other authority.  

Sovereigns pledge allegiance to no foreign bodies or higher powers.  There is none with greater 

authority than that of a sovereign man and woman.  There may be a greater force but when that force 

is exercised against peaceful men and women to forcefully subjugate them, this becomes naked 

aggression, tyranny and a crime against sovereigns.  Sovereigns have met with such tyranny and 

stand firm against it. 
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